In the context of Indian darsana-s reliance on scripture (sabdapramana) is decisive in arguments of soteriological import. Other epistemological categories like per ception (pratyaksa) and inference (anumana) though valid, ultimately defer to the contents of the Veda on issues of metaphysics and ontology. But what does com mitment to sabdapramana mean? One way to assess this is by examining intellec tual discourse that relies on scripture to evaluate the scope of sacred texts in theological argumentation. That is, an investigation of theological reasoning through examples that illustrate reliance on scripture. Another avenue of inquiry is to examine the motivations and qualifications on which deference to sabdapramana is predicated. This article is concerned with the latter issue. Examining the discussion of the category of sabdapramana, in a Sanskrit text of Vedanta Desika (14th-century CE), a proponent of Visixbadvaita Vedanta, this art icle poses and answers the following questions-'what does deference to sabdapramana mean for Desika?' 'What criteria characterize his commitment to scripture?' Such an examination, however, does not imply that there is a monolithic understanding of reliance on scripture.The present discussion on the nature of one's reliance on scripture is limited to the context of theological discourse or sastraic discourse since a practitioner's engagement and understanding of commit ment to sαbdαprαmα>α may intersect and/or diverge from that of a theologian. For Desika, reliance on sabdapramana, in the Tattvamuktakalapa (TMK), first and foremost implies an understanding and acceptance of a set of views about the supreme deity ViX>u's role as the primal teacher. Second, deference to sabdapram@>a presupposes membership in a religious community. Third, commit ment to and reliance on scripture require extensive pedagogical training. Thus, deference to sabdapramana is a collective endeavour and not the undertaking of a lone individual. Beginning with a discussion on Sravaisnava theology of which Desika was a proponent, this article examines each of the three criteria that inform his understanding of deference to scripture.
Sravaisnava theology
The Sravaisnavas of South India revere the deity Visnu-Narayana and his consort Sra. Beginning with Nathamuni (9th-century CE), who is considered to be the first important proponent, the Sravaisnava tradition (sampradaya) undergoes a complex development of synthesising and systematising the hymns of the Tamil Alvar saints, the Sanskrit tradition of Vedanta, and Pancaratra. The 
Religious community and sabdapramana
The second criterion implied in Desika's understanding of sabdapramana is mem bership in a community. Desika So, why would unwise men (anutkrstajana) accept the validity of extra-Vedic texts? According to him, there are two types of acceptance (parigraha)-acceptance by someone who is supported by faith (kascid astikyanibandana) and the other, acceptance by someone because of the desire for trivial aims and goals (alpalapaprayojanabhilasad apara). 44 Moreover, the fact that these men cling to goals that are unworthy or nastikya is also reflected in their other limitations. For an enumeration of these limitations, Desika summarises Udayana's discussion on the differences between those who accept Veda and those who reject it. The mahajana who accept the Veda, he claims in the NK, are above all faults Thus indolence etc (alasyadi) cannot account for the acceptance of the Veda; for it prescribes rites and other observances that are difficult to accomplish. Nor is the Veda accepted by persons to whom admission has been denied in other ways of life (such as Buddhism) having other agamas; for even those that are revered by other ways of life are not admitted as adherents of the Veda. Likewise, the acceptance of the Veda is not because of heedlessness of the distinction between lawful food and unlawful food and drinks; for the Veda precisely aims at establishing the distinction between the two and forbids the eating and drinking of certain things. The acceptance of the Veda cannot be due to an illusion resulting from the habit of false reasonings; for the Vedic observances extend even to children. It cannot be due to deception arising from association with heretics or imposters; for the Veda and its practices are trans mitted from father to son. 45 Desika, too, notes that 'limitations46 are seen in those who accept them (extra Vedic texts) such as-lack of a foundation, laxity in religious observances, delusion due to the infatuation with logic, and leniency in food and dress etc-contrary to what is in the Veda.'47 In his commentary on this verse he elaborates further on these impediments. The fact that the unwise lack a foundation means that they have no recourse to any other resource (ananyagati), especially the path of the Veda; they are lax in behaviour such as having contempt for rules that are en joined or prohibited (kartavyakartavyaniyama). They are trapped by the deceit of heretical teachings (parair vancana), the delusion due to the practice of false rea soning (kutarkabhyasavyamoha), and they are indulgent in food and dress etc (asanacchadanadisaukarya).
Desika's discussion of the concept of mahajanaprarigraha emphasises commit ment to the Veda as predicated on a particular social ethic. His interpretation of the term mahajana as utkrstajana discloses the issue of religious affiliation that is implied in the commitment to sabdapramana. The Veda and its soteriologic ethic, as interpreted by Desika, are only accessible to the twice-born that study and practice the Veda in a particular way. Thus, to defer to the Veda, as Desika understands it, in the TMK, is to participate in such a religious community.
Pedagogical training and sabdapramana
In addition to membership in a religious community deference to sabdapramana as exemplified in the TMK, requires specialised training. In the discussion on the concept of mahajana in the previous section, Desika refutes the argument of the 10th-century logician, Udayana. To Deference to sabdapramana does not simply mean recognition of certain scrip tures as authoritative and valid, and their use but an orientation toward these texts motivated by belief in a particular view of reality. In Sravaisnavism this would be the acceptance of Visnu as the Brahman of the upanisad, his connection to authoritative scripture, and in its propagation. Furthermore, to defer to sabdapramana according to Desika requires membership in a community and the requisite pedagogical training that confers the authority needed to speak for the tradition. Certain aspects such as tradition (sampradaya), lineage (para:apara), in tellectual (sastra) discourse, and authority (adhikara) form the very core of defer ence to sabdapramana as understood in the Srivaisnava context. Desika's understanding of deference to sabdapramana carries with it the issues and concerns of a whole tradition and to defer to scripture is not an autonomous endeavour. For Desika then, deference to scripture as a characteristic feature of theology would include the above-mentioned criteria.
